Machine Learning Based Fusion Algorithm to Perform Multimodal Summarization
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Abstract---Video summarization is a rapidly growing research field which finds its application in various commercial and personal interests due to the massive surge in the amount of video data available in the modern world. The proposed approach uses ResNet-18 for feature extraction and with the help of temporal interest proposals generated for the video sequences, generates a video summary. The ResNet-18 is a convolutional neural network with eighteen layers. The existing methods don't address the problem of the summary being temporally consistent. The proposed work aims to create a temporally consistent summary. The classification and regression module are implemented to get fixed length inputs of the combined features. After this, the non-maximum suppression algorithm is applied to reduce the redundancy and remove the video segments having poor quality and low confidence-scores. Video summaries are generated using the kernel temporal segmentation (KTS) algorithm which converts a given video segment into video shots. The two standard datasets TVSum and SumMe are used to evaluate the proposed model. It is seen that the F-score obtained on TVSum and SumMe datasets are 56.13 and 45.06 respectively.
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Introduction

In this modern world, with the rise in technology leading to tremendous growth in smart devices that are capable of recording videos with powerful sensors and the ability to share the contents on online social platforms like YouTube, Daily Motion, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter has caused a massive surge in the amount of data available which requires a technology that can facilitate the users to browse the constantly increasing collection of video data [1]. There are several applications where human intervention is required to analyze the large scale of a video data frame by frame which involves a great load of human effort. Video Summarization concept deals with the extraction of effective information from sets of video data from a large group of researchers. Video summarization aims to provide an automated way of generating short and informative versions of the original video by identifying the most important and relevant content [2]. The frames containing important information are selected as key frames from a given video sequence [3] to form the summary is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scenes, shots, and Key Frames

The summary formed is a short version of the original video containing the frames which are having relevant important information [5]. The general approach for Video Summarization is shown in Figure 2. The paper is organized in various sections. Section 2 describes the detailed description of Video Summarization models. The proposed model is discussed in section 3. The results of proposed model on two popular datasets are analyzed in section 4. The proposed model is concluded in Section 5.
State of the art methods

In this section, the work related to existing methodologies for video summarization is discussed. Jiaxin Wuet al., [1] implemented video summarization based on understanding of the high-density peaks search approach. Pre-sampling of input video is done, where useless/redundant frames are removed to decrease complexity and intern saves the time and frames are selected. Then BoG model is considered to represent each frame. Next, they selected frames with fewer like generate video summary from the cluster. Shu Zhang et al., [2] developed the model to produce video summaries with most important video portions. Here the sparse coding model is used to gain an understanding of the feature dictionary. Using the adaptive background algorithms, the motion regions were detected for a set of videos. The developed model is evaluated on UCLA office dataset, VIRAT, SumMe and TVSum50 datasets. Ioannis et al., [3] proposed a multistage, multimodal summarization process for summarizing stereoscopic movies. In this case, each video frame is referred as feature vector based on luminance and disparity information to automatically extract the key frames per shot. These key-segments are combined to form the video skim. Marcos et al., [4] discussed a video summarization technique using VISCOM. Here, first frame sampling is done, then Co-occurring Matrix (CCM) descriptors are used to depict the video frames which represent the distribution of image intensity values. The entropy of all frames and if entropy is zero it is discarded. The model was evaluated on SBD, TRECVID dataset and Vidseg dataset.

Fairouz Hussein et al., [5] proposed the model based on latent structural SVM and graphical models. The model uses submodular functions for selecting key-frames. It is noted that, larger the generated summary and results in less the benefit of adding in a new element. Latent Structural SVM are used for the unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. The model is evaluated on ACE dataset and MSR DailyActivity3D dataset Xuelong Li [6] developed summarization framework for supervised video summarization of raw and edited videos. The optimal subset of video shot is found using the Accelerated Greedy algorithm. The model was evaluated their framework on TVsum50, Sum-Me and ADL dataset. Sinnu Thomas et al., [7] developed a new framework for perceptual video summarization. Firstly, the input video is down sampled to 5-10 frames/s and standard deviation is used to filter out the frames containing no information. The summarized video is obtained using the HVS system. The perceptual video summarization mainly focuses on combining Itti's top-down and bottom-up approach. Tongling et al., [8] generated summarization approach using global and local importance techniques based on multiple features. Initially, the video is split into multiple smaller video clips. Then, frames and centre parts of frames are extracted from each video clip. In the next step, for each frame and the centre part, the global and local importance scores are calculated. Finally, both the importance scores are combined to select optimal subset for generating a video summary.

Guilherme et al., [9] implemented video summarization using OPFSumm which is OPF with temporal and spatial enforcement to create video summaries, the step first is to sample frames from input video. Then they extract features using ACC,
CCV, GCH, and Border/interior pixel Classification (BIC). The GFD and Haar-HWD are used to test the spectral properties, the meaningless one colour frames are removed. Hana et al., [10] developed video summarization techniques using KEGC. It mainly focuses on local interest points information and graph clusters by approaching modularity values. The standard YUV dataset was used for experimentation. Yuan et al., [11] developed Crum model, where it follows the feature extraction, temporal modelling, and summary generated in the whole model. The CRNN is combined of RNN and CNN together for extraction of keyframe and LSTM is also used for feature extraction. Sinnu et al., [12] addressed optimization framework and then the frames which are identified to have activities in them are combined using an alpha matting algorithm to form a single frame. The idea behind this approach is to retain the context of the original video. Cheng et al., [13] explained the CapsNet technique for video summarization. It focuses on spatiotemporal features and generation of interframes motion curves. Self-attention mechanism is utilized to select key frames and the algorithm was tested on VSUMM, TvSumm, SumMe and RAI datasets. Zhong Ji et al., [14] developed a video summarization framework named attentive encoder–decoder networks for video summarization (AVS), the encoder uses a bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM). Jiaxin Wu et al., [15] explained dynamic graph CNN that measures the importance and relevance of each video shot in the video itself as well as in the complete video collection. Each video shot is treated as a graph node and the pairwise relations are shown as graph edges. A dynamic graph convolutional network (mvsDGCN) is designed and used to generate the summaries of multiple videos. Bin Zhao et al., [16] used the recurrent neural network (RNN), in this approach they use a Dual learning framework for video summarization. Their first approach is to integrate the summary and the second is to Reconstruction of video and they give the name property-Constraint dual learning (PCDL).

Wencheng Zhu et al., [17] have developed a Detect-to-Summarize network (DSNet) framework which can be used for supervised video summarization. The anchor-based method produces temporal interest proposals, which solve the problem of the video segments being of variable lengths. Frame-level features are extracted, and a temporal modeling layer is used to capture long-range features. Madhushree et al., [18] extracted deep visual features by transfer learning method, a set of feature maps is used for k-means clustering using Euclidean distance and every frame is assigned a cluster label. The frame which is present at the class border is given the right to be a key frame and is selected as a part of the summary. Zhong Ji et al., [19] used SumVClip using supervised video summarization. The school given to frame is based on extended visual features. This feature is extracted by GoogleNet and BiLSTM encoder. Evlampios et al., [20] developed AC-SUM-GAN approach where the Actor-Critic model is embedded into GAN to find the optimal policy for selecting the key frames and forming the summary. Kasbgar et al., [21] presented spatio-temporal method which provides the linkages towards wavelet sub-bands for exaggerating the small motions of images and video frames. The wavelet transformed frames and Laplacian Pyramid are used to determine the pixels for images having motions. Otroski Shahreza et al., [22] developed NR-VQA) technique that can predict only mean opinion score. In this model frame-level features are extracted and feed to recurrent neural network to predict opinion score in the last layer of the RNN.
Salih et al., [23] discussed about the scene change detection techniques for the videos for detection of useful parameters such as cut, dissolve, wipe, etc. The AFD, MAFD, MGV techniques are tested on video datasets having low and high object motion scenes to evaluate the performance of the model. Mehrgan et al., [24] recognized license plate from the video frames using a weighted interpolation method. A coarse registration is done using the features generated SURF features and then recognition of the license plate is performed using the phase correlation technique. Firouzian et al., [25] extracted the facial features from the videos using LBPs approach. The Lucas-Kanade algorithm is adopted to track the primary and secondary components of face such as eyes, nose, mouth, eyebrows etc. The matching scores of test and train samples is carried out using Chi-square similarity measure. Most of the people get addicted to videos through social networks. In such cases, video may not contain significant information and leads the user to download the video. Because of cost and bandwidth issues, the video requires a large bandwidth to download or view it. Thus, it is required to enable users to watch videos which helps to reduce costs. Video summarization approaches are the proposed solution to address the above issues.

Proposed Methodology

In this section, the steps in video Summarization and the architecture of the proposed model are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. The proposed model includes Resnet 18 feature extraction technique for features extraction. The Non-Maximum Suppression algorithm and Kernel Temporal Segmentation algorithm are used for Redundancy removal and generating the video summary. The model is tested on two popular databases such as SUMme and TVSum to evaluate the model.

Figure 3. Steps in Video Summarization
Dataset

In this paper, SUMme and TVSum datasets, which are widely accepted benchmark datasets used in the evaluation of Video Summarization model. These datasets contain user generated videos and videos from popular video sharing websites like Youtube. The sample of SUMme and TVSum datasets are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
Feature extraction

Extracting features is an important part for understanding a video to identify the most representative video frames. In the proposed approach, ResNet-18 is used for feature extraction [26]. It is an 18-layer deep Residual Neural Network which is used to extract image features from each frame of the input video. ResNet-18 uses ReLU as its activation function which outputs the original input if it's positive otherwise it outputs zero. Table 1 shows the various layers of CNN present in the ResNet-18 architecture. There are 5 versions of the ResNet CNN, each having 18, 34, 50, 101 and 152 layers respectively. A million images can be trained on the ResNet convolutional neural network [27]. It is very efficient and useful in image classification. It can sort the images into thousand different object-categories by identifying them. Mathematically ReLU is defined as,

$$Y(z) = \max \{ 0, z \} \quad (1)$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Name</th>
<th>Output Size</th>
<th>ResNet-18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>conv1</td>
<td>112 × 112</td>
<td>7 × 7, 64, stride 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| conv2_x      | 56 × 56     | 3 × 3 max pool, stride 2
|              |             | $\begin{bmatrix} 3 \times 3, 64 \\ 3 \times 3, 64 \end{bmatrix} \times 2$ |
| conv3_x      | 28 × 28     | $\begin{bmatrix} 3 \times 3, 128 \\ 3 \times 3, 128 \end{bmatrix} \times 2$ |
| conv4_x      | 14 × 14     | $\begin{bmatrix} 3 \times 3, 256 \\ 3 \times 3, 256 \end{bmatrix} \times 2$ |
| conv5_x      | 7 × 7       | $\begin{bmatrix} 3 \times 3, 512 \\ 3 \times 3, 512 \end{bmatrix} \times 2$ |
| average pool | 1 × 1       | 7 × 7 average pool                  |
| fully connected | 1000  | 512 × 1000 fully connections      |

In the proposed model, ResNet-18 is pretrained on ImageNet dataset which has 1024 dimensional features of pool5 layer and normalization with a fully connected layer with dropout layer 0.5 and a ReLu fully connected activation function layer. The threshold of NMS value was made 0.5. The model was trained over 300 epochs using Adam optimizer with a weight decay of 10-5 and 5 x 105 of base learning rate. The model ResNet18 is implemented using PyTorch Library [28-29].

Supervised machine learning

To train the proposed model, a supervised Machine Learning algorithm is used. Here the training of the model is done using labeled data from the standard datasets (SumMe & TVSum). In this approach, temporal interest proposals are used to eliminate the problem of temporal inconsistency. Here a module consisting of classification and regression algorithms is employed followed by key shot detection techniques. In the proposed model, the ResNet-18 is employed to
extract the feature vectors of a particular video sequence. To extract the long-range representation, the self-attention mechanism [30-31] is used. In addition to this, LSTM and Bi-LSTM algorithms are adopted for understanding the effects of other sequences of long-range features. A neural network is used in the model to get fixed-length inputs required by the fully connected layers. The neural network consists of classification and regression modules. Tanh, dropout, and layer normalization along with two output branches form the module [32].

**Redundancy removal**

The summarized video may contain redundant frames which affect the final summary. The redundant frames increase the length of the generated video summary unnecessarily and hence make it a less efficient summary. To remove the redundant frames, the NMS algorithm is used, it is a technique which suppresses those candidate proposals which have a lower confidence score and selects only the frames with high-confidence scores. This reduces frame overlap and hence generates a more efficient summary.

**Generating video summary**

For generating the video summaries from the selected keyframes, segment them into shots and assign them their shot-level importance scores. Next, the kernel temporal segmentation (KTS) algorithm [33] is used, which is acting as shot detection method to segment the sequences into video shots and hence generate the final video summary.

**Training Process of proposed supervised Machine Learning technique**

The pseudocode outlines the training process of the proposed work. First, to extract frame-level features ResNet18 is used, which takes video sequence (v) as an input to the proposed supervised training method. Self-attention mechanism is used to effectively capture the long-range representations (wj) Summation is performed to combine the actual spatial feature vj along with the long-range representation wj.

**Input:** (videos \{V_i\}, frame level annotations \{u^*_i\})

**Output:** Importance scores \(p\)

```plaintext
for epoch \in \{1, 2, 3, ..., N\} do
    for video \(V \in \{V_i\}\) and annotations \(u^*_i \in \{u^*_i\}\) do
        // Apply KTS and knapsack
        for frame \(I_j \in V\) do
            \(v_j \leftarrow \text{ResNet18}(I_j)\)
            for \(k \in \{1, 2, ..., K\}\) do
                \(p_{jk} \leftarrow \text{AssignLabel}(u^*)\)
            end
        end
    end
    \(\nu \leftarrow \text{Feature Vector}\)
    \(\bw \leftarrow \text{Temporal Feature}\)
    \(\bx \leftarrow \bw + \nu\)
    \(\bx \leftarrow \text{Temporal Pooling}\)
```


\( p \leftarrow \text{Importance Scores} \)

end

end

The importance scores \( p_i \) for each frame of the video is generated using a Classification-Regression module which uses the sigmoid activation function. The above-mentioned method runs for \( N \) epochs for the videos in the input training data splits.

**Evaluation of video summaries**

The parameters such as TP, TN, FP, and FN are used for calculation of success rates and is given in equation 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

True Positives (TP): When the prediction is Yes, and the real output is also Yes.

\[
TP = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \tag{2}
\]

True Negatives (TN): When the prediction is No, and the real output is also No.

\[
TN = \frac{TN}{TN+FP} \tag{3}
\]

False Positives (FP): When the prediction is Yes but it is No.

\[
FP = \frac{FP}{TN+FP} \tag{4}
\]

False Negatives (FN): When the prediction is No but it is Yes.

\[
FN = \frac{FN}{TN+FN} \tag{5}
\]

**Experimental results**

The proposed model is trained and tested on a machine which runs on AMD Ryzen 5600H Hexa-Core processor, with an 8 GB DDR4 RAM and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650. For evaluating the performance of the proposed model, two standard datasets such as SumMe and TVSum [35-36] are used. To remove redundant frames and reduce the video segments having low quality, ‘non maximum suppression’ (NMS) algorithm is used. To find out the best threshold for NMS an investigation is done by using various thresholds for NMS. It is observed that for a threshold of 0.4 the model gives the best results. So, the threshold for NMS has been set to 0.4.
In Table 2, eight leading video summarization methods have been compared with the proposed method. Out of these eight methods DR-DSN and Live Light are based on unsupervised techniques whereas SUM-GAN, dppLSTM, VSUMM, vsLSTM, HSA-RNN and H-RNN along with the proposed method are based on supervised techniques. In this model, ResNet-18 is used, which is the latest state-of-the-art feature extraction architecture [37]. Compared to the feature extraction methods used in other approaches, ResNet-18 provides better results. The obtained F-score on the SumMe dataset is 45.06 and the F-score obtained on the TVSum dataset is 56.13. The effect of NMS threshold on F-score and Comparison of performance of several video summarization methods and Proposed model is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Existing Models</th>
<th>SumMe (%)</th>
<th>TVSum (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. Zhang et al., [2]</td>
<td>vsLSTM</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Zhao et al., [16]</td>
<td>VSUMM</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Effect of the NMS threshold on the F-score

Figure 8. Comparison of proposed model
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avila et al., [17]</td>
<td>LiveLight</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Zhou et al., [18]</td>
<td>DR-DSN</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Zhang et al., [19]</td>
<td>dppLSTM</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Zhao et al., [20]</td>
<td>H-RNN</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahasseni et al., [21]</td>
<td>SUM-GAN</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Zhao et al., [22]</td>
<td>PCDLsup</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Sahu et al., [23]</td>
<td>MST_C</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Model</td>
<td>(ResNet18+NMS+KTS)</td>
<td>45.06</td>
<td>56.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

In this paper, the proposed approach uses ResNet18 and temporal interest proposals. The feature extraction method used here i.e., ResNet-18, outperforms most of the similar feature extraction methods used in other works. The proposed method also maintains the temporal consistency of the video summary, which makes the resulting summaries being more representative of the original video and hence producing a better F-score. It is observed that the F-score obtained on the TVSum dataset is 56.13 and on the SumMe dataset is 45.06. In future, the plan is to find a way to combine all these separate steps into a single framework and test it on more video datasets.
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